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Abstract
Vizz3D is a powerful 3D visualization system. The current version is neither perfect nor 
up-to-date. Furthermore, some important features are missing. In order to keep the tool 
valuable it needs to be maintained. I implemented a new feature allowing to save and 
load the view port in the graph to control the camera position. I also improved the CPU 
utilization and the navigation system to solve the limitations in Vizz3D and to improve 
the overall performance.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Problem
Vizz3D is a powerful 3D visualization system, which is developed at Växjö University. 
But the current version still has some limitations and some features are missing and 
need to be added. Hence some maintenance and enhancement work have to be 
performed in the Vizz3D tool to keep it valuable. The main problems include loading 
and saving of the view point not supported, the navigability is not intuitive, the CPU 
usage is unnecessary high and the software is not well documented. These problems are 
difficult to fix, since the source code of Vizz3D is not well documented and additional 
documentation is not up-to-date nor complete.

1.2 Goal and Criteria
The goals to improve the Vizz3D system are:
 The first goal is to save and load the view point of the graph in Vizz3D to store the 

visible position of the graph if the program is terminated and the same graph is 
loaded again. The goal is reached if we could see the same image as we saved 
before. 

 The second goal is to reduce the CPU utilization when the program runs. The 
current CPU utilization is almost 100%. The goal is reached if the CPU utilization is
very low, that is, is under or around 5% instead of the original 100% when just 
rendering a regular graph.

 The next goal is to improve navigability. Now the navigation is not intuitive The 
goal is reached if when we rotate the object, it could rotate around the center of the 
object; when we translate it, it could relatively follow the movement of the mouse; 
and when we zoom in or zoom out it, it could move faster when it is zooming out 
and slower when it is zooming in, furthermore the object would not move out of the 
screen when it is zoomed in.

 The next goal is to update the JOGL libraries version. JOGL is the Java APIs for 
OpenGL, which is a Java programming language binding for the OpenGL 3D 
graphics API. And JOGL is designed to provide hardware-supported 3D graphics to 
applications written in Java technology. The goal is reached if the program runs well 
after updated to the latest version JOGL 1.1.1. 

 The last goal is to comment the methods in Vizz3D. Formerly the methods are 
annotated, and some of the methods have not the description. The methods of a class 
were documented 50% up to an average. The goal is reached if the methods of a 
class are documented by 80%.

1.3 Motivation
If the object is changed in the scene by rotating or translating and get a good view, and 
close the program, then this view could not be seen again. The reason is that the camera 
position could not been saved. This camera position is called the view point (or the view 
port). This made it necessary to navigate the graph again, taking unnecessary time. 
Further it is not possible to send the same graph to somebody else showing an 
interesting view on the graph. In the circumstance, the view point in the graph needs to 
be saved and loaded so that the same view could be seen.
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Referring to the CPU utilization it always gets 100%, so that we could not nearly do 
any other thing except run this program. Therefore the CPU utilization needs to be 
reduced so that we could run other programs at the same time. 

Regarding the navigation, the objects in the scene do not move following the 
movement of the mouse but in a correspondingly unnatural way. The object rotates not 
by the center itself but by an uncertain center of the scene; it translates either faster or 
slower when move the mouse by the same distance, which behaves unnaturally; when 
zoomed out, the object moves slower and slower so that we could not see the size or the 
position change after zooming out to very small. On the contrary, it would move faster 
and faster so that the object would easily escape from the screen. Hence the navigability 
needs to be improved to solve these limitations. 

Owing to the program was developed several years ago, so the current JOGL 
libraries are out of date. Accordingly the libraries need to be updated to the latest 
version in order to get the new ameliorations, in addition, the results will be in fewer 
problems once upgrading to a newer version in the future.

Concerning the documentation of the program, they are quite simple while some of 
the methods of the classes have not been annotated, so that they need more comments to 
make its description clearly. All these maintenance actions are necessary to ensure that 
Vizz3D will be a valuable visualization tool in the future. Through a better functionality 
it will hopefully be possible to increase its popularity.

1.4 Outline
The remainder of the thesis is structured as following:
 Chapter 2 describes the background of the project and the maintenance work.
 Chapter 3 is an overview of all the tasks, which will be described in detail in the 

following chapters from four to eight.
 Chapter 4 describes how to solve the saving and loading the view point.
 Chapter 5 describes how to solve improve CPU utilization
 Chapter 6 describes how to improve navigability.
 Chapter 7 describes updating the JOGL version.
 Chapter 8 describes the document of the methods in Vizz3D. 
 Chapter 9 is the conclusions and the future work.
 In the end is the appendix containing the main code of the maintenance work.
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2 Background

In this chapter the background of the Vizz3D is introduced as a powerful visualization
system and the background of the maintenance work.

2.1 Background of the Vizz3D
“Vizz3D is a 3D information visualization system. It promotes system structure and 
quality information to a user in a comprehensible way and leverages the understanding 
of that system. “[RLL05]

Vizz3D is originally developed at the Vaxjo University in Sweden from 2003 to 
2005 as a visualization engine for the VizzAnalyzer which is now a stand-alone tool. 
The system is based on the Vizz3D framework, which allows the illustration of program 
information in 3D. 3D stands for Three-dimensional, which is “…a geometric model of 
the physical universe we live in. The three dimensions are commonly called length, 
width, and depth (or height), although any three mutually perpendicular directions can 
serve as the three dimensions.”[1]

Vizz3D is developed with JOGL. And Vizz3D is mainly used for displaying large 
software systems in 3D, for calculating different layouts on them, for finding clusters in 
software and for doing architecture recovery. It allows showing different graphs 
simultaneously and even their changes over time can be displayed. It is, however, also 
usable in other contexts since it can display virtually any kind of information which can 
be expressed in values and relations between these values. Since there are some 
functions not running well, my purpose is to do the maintenance work to improve the
usability of this tool.

Vizz3D is a GPL licensed product, the product and the code of which are free to 
obtain at: http://sourceforge.net/projects/vizz3d/

2.2 Background of the Maintenance work
According to the European Federation of National Maintenance Societies, maintenance
is defined as “All actions which have the objective of retaining or restoring an item in or 
to a state in which it can perform its required function. The actions include the 
combination of all technical and corresponding administrative, managerial, and 
supervision actions.”[2]

Maintenance refers to fixing any sort of mechanical or electrical device which are
out of order or broken as well as performing the routine actions which keep the device 
in working order or prevent trouble from arising i.e. preventive maintenance.

This project is a kind of software maintenance. Software maintenance and evolution 
of systems was first addressed by Lehman in 1969. Over a period of twenty year, his 
research led to the formulation of eight Laws of Evolution. Key findings of his research 
include that maintenance is really evolutionary developments and that maintenance 
decisions are aided by understanding what happens to systems (and software) over time.
Nowadays in software engineering, software maintenance is defined as the modification 
of a software product after delivery to correct faults, to improve performance or other 
attributes, or to adapt the product to a modified environment. (ISO/IEC 14764). This 
international standard describes the 6 software maintenance processes[3], in brief as:
 The implementation process is to create the maintenance plan, and prepare for 

handling problems.
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 The problem and modification analysis process is to analyze the requests and 
check its validity, then propose a solution and document it.

 The implementation considering process is to consider the modification itself. 
 The modification accepting process is to check the solution with the individual 

who submitted the request in order to make sure the solution solved the problem. 
 The migration process is not a necessary task for all the time other than the 

software needs to be used in another platform with the same functions.
 The retirement process is to remove it if an event does not occur on a daily basis. 

The key software maintenance issues are both managerial and technical. While key 
management issues are: alignment with customer priorities, staffing, which organization 
does maintenance, estimating costs, key technical issues are: limited understanding, 
impact analysis, testing, and maintainability measurement.

For my maintenance project, it is just a technical work without managerial work. 
Any abnormal situation should be fixed using different ways to make it run better. And 
the program should be tested to find any inconspicuous problems that may happen. Also 
there are some document work will be done for part of the maintenance work. 
Furthermore, updating the project by the latest libraries and techniques are necessary 
which might enhance the capability of the program.
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3 Maintenance Tasks on the Vizz3D tool

In this chapter, it firstly describes how Vizz3D works in general, secondly how the 
problem and goals discussed are structured into maintenance tasks. I will further explain 
how the different maintenance tasks affect the described architecture of the Vizz3D.

3.1 Architecture of the Vizz3D
Vizz3D can be launched as a stand-alone OpenGL application. Vizz3D was originally 
developed for the VizzAnalyzer, so it uses the architecture of VizzAnalyzer which is 
another reusable framework for the rapid composition of reverse engineering tools. The 
framework of the VizzAnalyzer consists of the “framework-core, frozen-spots and 
hot-spots. The framework-core is responsible for communicating information between 
the different reverse engineering components connected to the framework. The
frozen-spots are in-house and externally developed reusable components supporting the 
framework-core with main functionalities. For instance, configurations necessary for 
reverse engineering tool compositions reuse our tiny-xml editor, a tool reused by the 
framework-core. Hot-spots are technically realized as directories and allow the simple 
and fast connection of arbitrary reverse engineering components with the framework.”
[RLL05] The framework of Vizz3D reuses some frozen-spots: GRAIL, Tiny-XML 
Editor and Mapping Engine.
 GRAIL is a graph library which is used as an internal data representation for 

the VizzAnalyzer Framework. This representation consists of an annotated 
graph, in which each graph entity (nodes, edges, and the graph itself) has a data 
object and a set of predicates attached to it.

 Mapping Engine. The framework architecture of the VizzAnalyzer
distinguishes the domains of software analysis and information visualization, 
and their respective program models [LP05]. To support the flexible and rapid 
compositions of reverse engineering tools, this mapping engine is allowed to 
map the models of the analysis domain to the information visualization 
domain.

 Tiny-XML Editor is a stand-alone tool for configuring XML, which is the 
Extensible Markup Language documents. It is mainly used to configure 
mapping files and other configuration files online [RLL05].

The extensions of the Vizz3D framework are mapping files, layout algorithms and 
metaphors:
 Mapping Files define binding functions from map view graph property values 

to scene graph property values.
 Layout algorithms assign position properties to scene graph nodes. Besides this 

layout function, a layout class may restrict the set of metaphors it is applicable 
for. Layout algorithms operate on the internal, visual graph structure of the 
framework.

 Metaphors are families of visual objects fitting together. And metaphors 
contain even files describing the environment of the visualization, i.e. the 
background, additional visual entities and other environmental factors like fog
and light sources. The individual implementations are API dependent (Java3D 
or OpenGL) [RLL05].

Figure 3.1 shows a UML class diagram, which illustrates the architecture of 
Vizz3D and its connections. The main entry point to Vizz3D is the static main method 
in the class VizzJOGL. It inherits invariant functionality from the abstract class PlugIn.
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VizzJOGL coordinates most of the work, such as the dynamic loading of layouts (via 
the FileLoader class), setup of the GUI (via the MainFrame class), creation of a canvas 
(via the JOGLGraphicsHandler class), and creation, deletion and layout of a scene 
graph (via the JOGLMLSceneGraph class). MainFrame, on the other hand, keeps a 
reference to the abstract class LayoutEngine, allowing for user extensible layout 
algorithms. User interaction is handled by the class JOGLAdvancedInteraction.

On construction, the VizzJOGL object calls the inherited method init(), initializing 
a FileLoader and a MainFrame object. The FileLoader then scans predefined 
directories for layouts and mapping files. The MainFrame class retrieves these 
collections, appends them to its visible GUI, and in addition, it constructs a
LayoutEngine and LayoutDialog object. The LayoutDialog is generic and reused with 
all layouts available for Vizz3D.

Afterwards the class JOGLMLSceneGraph constructs an instance of the 
JOGLAdvancedInteraction class, handling canvas specific user interaction, including 
the rotation and translation of nodes, the graph itself, mouse interactions, filtering or 
aggregation, selection, etc.

Finally, on selection of a layout in the GUI, the init() method of that layout is 
called. It first collects the necessary layout parameters using the LayoutDialog.
Secondly the doLayout() method is executed performing the layout of the presented 
graph.

This is a general Vizz3D running procedure. It was necessary to understand this in 
order to maintain the Vizz3D. The maintenance tasks to improve Vizz3D are described 
in detail in the following chapters of this thesis.
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Figure 3.1: the class diagram about the core Vizz3D
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3.2 Tasks
This section summarizes the maintenance tasks to be performed.

3.2.1 Task 1: Save and Load View point in GML
My first task is to save the view point (or called view port) in GML, which stands for 
the Graph Modelling Language. This problem is that once we save the graph and load it 
again, we cannot see the graph from the point of view it was last displayed in Vizz3D, 
since this information not saved with the graph. Thus the graph will be shown on every 
load from a default position. The solution to this problem is to save the view point 
information into the graph, and to restore this information by positioning the camera 
accordingly when the graph is loaded. If this additional information cannot be
successfully loaded, the view point from the graph will be set to a default value.

3.2.2 Task 2: Improve CPU Utilization
This task is to improve the runtime CPU utilization of the Vizz3D program. During 
runtime Vizz3D occupies without need all available CPU resources, i.e., everything not 
used by other programs so that the CPU is on 100% usage. This means that fewer 
resources are available for other programs. The CPU utilization needs to be decreased, 
so that Vizz3D uses only as much as it really needs for rendering the graphs with the 
minimum frames per second.

3.2.3 Task 3: Improve Navigability
This task is to improve the navigation behavior when translating, rotating, zooming in 
or zooming out. The displayed graphs can be navigated using mouse or keyboard input 
but the effect the input has on the navigation of the graph is dependent on the current 
position of the graph. This is an undesired behavior and needs to be improved, so that 
the input has always the same effect.

3.2.4 Task 4: Update JOGL version
This task is to update the JOGL libraries version to the latest version available. This 
assures binary compatibility with future versions and allows us to use some new 
methods such as the new class FPSAnimator.

3.2.5 Task 5: Increase Documentation of Methods and Classes
This task is to document the methods and classes in Vizz3D, which were affected by the 
tasks described before, if not already documented.
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4 Save and Load View point in GML

In this chapter, the existing problem is described about saving and loading the view 
point. The solution and the implementation is described to solve the problem.

4.1 Description of the Problem
A view point is like a camera or your eyes opposite to the object which you are looking 
at, i.e., a specific position or angle in the world-coordinate for the object. GML stands 
for Graph Modelling Language, which is used to define the coordinates of the objects in 
the scene. When you open the Vizz3D tool and load the graph, and move your mouse to 
rotate or shift the graph, the view point of the graph is changed, i.e., you are looking at 
the graph in a different angle for the camera changing. But when you save this graph 
and afterwards load it, you see the graph which is in an immovable view point other 
than the original view we saved after rotating. This means that we have not saved the 
view point of the graph; obviously we could not get the right view point when we load 
it. We want to always see the exact same scene that we have saved before.

4.2 Solution to Save and Load View point
In order to save the view point, I devised a way to store the camera position into the
graph when it is saved, before that the real camera which is created when the system is 
initiated, upon that the graph contains the exact view point. In order to load the view 
point, the camera should be loaded from the graph. What is essential to solve primarily 
is that the camera should get the access to the graph. Then the exact angle and position 
of the object will be seen. 

4.3 Implementation to Save and Load View point

4.3.1 Save the View point
Saving the camera position requires access to the camera. But there is no direct 
connection between the part of the code having a reference to the camera object and the 
graph object. This required modifying the existing design to have a connection between 
them. 

The real camera is created in the class Mousing which has a connection to the class 
JOGLCamera2():

protected JOGLCamera2 myGLCamera; 

The saving operations is implemented in the class VizzJOGL, the connection is 
supposed to be linked from the class VizzJOGL to the class Mousing.

To get this real camera property, a method is created which is called getCamera(). It 
is declare in the interface InteractionInterface, for it is the interface for the interaction 
handling, and all other classes which create the variable interaction implement this 
interface. Beginning from the class Mousing, we see that the class TextureHandler
extends it, while the class HelpFunction extends the class TextureHandler. Since the 
class HelpFunction has a connection to the interface InteractionInterface due to a 
variable interaction is created in the class HelpFunction. In respect that the class 
JOGLAdvancedInteraction extends the class HelpFunction, the class
JOGLAdvancedInteraction could overwrite the method getCamera which is declared in 
the in interface InteractionInterface.
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Now the real camera is found, so I should start from the class VizzJOGL to make a 
connection to the camera. As you can see the relationship in the class diagram Figure 
3.1, firstly the class VizzJOGL extends the class PlugIn, in which the saving and 
loading method locates, and they are overwritten in the class VizzJOGL.

The class VizzJOGL has a connection to the class JOGLGraphcisHandler, for it 
creates a new object: graphicsHandler = new JOGLGraphicsHandler(vizzGUI). And 
in the class JOGLGraphcisHandler, the method getCamera() is overrode which 
extends from the interface InteractionInterface, so that the associated class VizzJOGL 
could use this method in the saving method to get the camera:

public JOGLCamera2 getCamera() {
    System.err.println("DEBUG : JOGLGraphcsHandler: getCamera");
    return interaction.getCamera();

}

Afterwards a connection is found from JOGLGraphicsHandler to class 
JOGLInteraction through the classes GraphicsHanderAbstract and the interface
MLSceneGraphInterface, which are clearly demonstrated in the Figure 3.1. Then in the 
class JOGLInteraction, the method getCamera() is overwritten for it has a connection to 
the interface InteractionInterface via the class InteractionAbstract.

public JOGLCamera2 getCamera() {
    return GLAInteraction.getMyGLCamera();

}

In this method it calls the method getMyGLCamera(), which is in the class
Mousing, to the real camera.

public JOGLCamera2 getMyGLCamera(){
return myGLCamera;

}

And the class JOGLInteraction also has a connection to the class 
JOGLAdvancedInteraction, for it creates a variable GLAInteraction. Now we build the 
connection from the class VizzJOGL to the class Mousing to get the real camera.
The graph is defined in the class PlugIn: protected GraphInterface dataGraph = 
null; which is the super class to the class VizzJOGL, so the class VizzJOGL could use 
this variable to set the properties of the real camera into the graph.

Figure 4.1 shows the sequence how the camera properties are set into the graph. 
When the program gets the action of saving graph, the class ActionHander will call the 
method plugIn.saveGraph(). As you can see in the Figure 4.1, the class VizzJOGL 
extends the class plugIn, and the former override the method saveGraph(). In the 
method VizzJOGL.saveGraph() it first calls the method storeCameraToGraph(), which
sets the camera information into the datagraph.

private void storeCameraToGraph() {
    JOGLCamera2 camera = graphicsHandler.getCamera();
    JOGLVector3 pos = camera.getPosition();
    JOGLVector3 posView = camera.getPositionView();
    JOGLVector3 upVector = camera.getUpVector();

……
}
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The sequence diagram about saving the view point is illustrated below.

Figure 4.1: the sequence diagram of storing the camera

In the method storeCameraToGraph(), it calls the method 
graphicsHander.getCamera() which finally gets the real camera. Afterwards it calls 
super.saveGraph() in its super class PlugIn to save the graph which now owns the 
current view point. 

The saving part of view point is done, and the view point should also be 
successfully loaded from the graph to see the right view.

4.3.2 Load the View point
Now the association of the classes is documented and the view point of the graph has 
already been stored in the graph, so it should be loaded from the graph when the action 
of loading the graph is performed, then we could see the exact view as displayed before 
saving. 

The problem is the graph and the camera have some obstacles between them, so the 
real camera and the datagraph should be got, and the access to the graph should be 
reached to load the camera properties. This time a connection is made from the class
Mousing to the class where the real graph is. In the class Mousing the real camera is 
instantiated, which has been explained in the last section. As you can see in the Figure 
3.1, from the class Mousing, its subclass JOGLAdvancedInteraction in which the 
process to set the camera happens, and it uses the real graph which is defined in its 
super class Mousing: public GLGraphInterface graph = null;

Apparently this class should be modified in order to get the right camera position. 
At present I describe how the graph loading process happens. The sequence diagram of 
loading the view point is illustrated in Figure 4.2. When the loading action is performed, 
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it will call the method plugIn.loadGraph(). Then the method loadGraph() in its
subclass VizzJOGL will be called to load the graph, after that it will call the method init() 
in the class JOGLAdvancedInteraction where the camera position is got from the graph 
via the method:

getPositionFromGraph();
positionCamera();

The process to load the camera happens in this class. Originally the camera is set by 
default camera properties when loading the graph:

myGLCamera.positionCamera(0, 10, 30, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0);

This is the reason that every time when we load the graph, we can only see the same 
angle of the view. So the camera properties should be got to substitute for this default 
camera setting. 

Firstly the access should be got to the graph from the camera. As mentioned before, 
the graph is created in its super class Mousing, so it could used here. Afterwards a 
method loadCameraPositionFromGraph() is created to achieve this.

private void loadCameraPositionFromGraph() {
……
myGLCamera.positionCamera(eyeX.floatValue(), eyeY.floatValue(),
eyeZ.floatValue(), viewX.floatValue(), viewY.floatValue(),
viewZ.floatValue(), upX.floatValue(), upY.floatValue(),
upZ.floatValue());
……
}

In this method, the camera properties are got from the datagraph. Then they are set 
into the real camera by the method myGLCamera.positionCamera(). Now the default 
camera properties are replaced by the current camera properties. When you rotate or 
shift the graph before saving, you could see the exact same graph when you load it.
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Figure 4.2: the sequence diagram of loading the camera
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5 Improve CPU Utilization

In this chapter, the problem of high CPU utilization is described, which happens due to 
the rendering of the graph without limiting the frame rate. I describe the identified
solution to reduce the CPU utilization providing additional resources to other programs.

5.1 Description of the Problems
The problem is that when Vizz3D renders a graph, it uses too much CPU resources, 
causing an overall load of almost 100%. Rendering the graph without limiting the frame 
rate essentially causes the problem. On a modern computer this results in frame rates of 
over 100 frames per second being rendered. To animate a picture for the human eye 
without noticeable delays a frame rate of about 25-30 pictures per second is enough. 
Rendering more pictures is a waste of CPU time.

5.2 Solutions to Improve CPU Utilization
Now that the high CPU utilization happens due to the endless rendering, two possible 
solutions are identified to reduce the CPU utilization. First, the rendering could be 
paused it if nothing changes, i.e., if the mouse does not move so the graph retains the 
same. And if the mouse moves into the window of the program, it could restart the 
rendering so that I the CPU resource could be economized. To achieve this, a
MouseListener should be put to check the movements of the mouse. Another solution 
would be to use a new Animator class called FPSAnimator which does the animation 
for the scene just as the class Animator, but it could restrict the frame rate when the 
object renders. So it could reduce the CPU usage. 

5.3 Implementations to Improve CPU Utilization

5.3.1 Stop rendering when nothing changes
The rendering events happen owing to the creation of the Animator object. First of all 
the program obtains an object of type GLCanvas attaching a GLEventListener, and then
it creates an Animator object:

Animator anim = new Animator(canvas);  
After adding the GLCanvas object to the frame, it finally starts the animation: 

anim.start();
It stops only when the windows of the program is closed: anim.stop();
My point of view is that the rendering could be stopped if the object anim could be 

ceased using the method anim.stop() when the mouse does not move.
Firstly I add a MouseListener: drawable.addMouseListener(this); Then a flag

is added to check the mouse moving in or moving out. The flag is changed to number 1 
when the anim starts in the constructor and changed to number 0 when the anim stops 
when the window of the Vizz3D closes. If the mouse enters the window which is the 
first time without exiting before, the flag turns out number 2 so the graph goes on 
rendering. If the mouse exits the window the flag turns out number 0 and it calls the 
method StopAnimator():

     private void StopAnimator()
     {
    anim.stop();
     }
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This method is used to cease the program. Then the graph stops rendering and the CPU 
utilization reduces from 100% to around 5% which achieves my goal. 

Afterwards when the mouse moves into the window, the program calls the method 
StartAnimator():

     private void StartAnimator()
     {
    anim.start();
     }

This one is used to restart the rendering of the graph, but it does not start rendering 
again. I think the problem may be due to that the Animator object has been stopped so it 
is thrown away. So a new Animator object should be defined once the rendering starts. 
However it still does not work when a new Animator object creates. 

Then some new methods are tried such as animator.wait() and animator.notify()
instead of using stop() and start() methods to pause and restart the rendering, but the 
program could not restart again. 

Then I tried to just return the method display() other than using that start() and 
stop() methods. A flag is set: 

boolean pause = false;

to check if the mouse enters or exits, and if the mouse exits, put a return; in the display(). 
Using this flag, the stopping and starting of the rendering realizes. It could restart 
rendering when the mouse moves in the window. While it runs in the opposite direction
of my goal, the CPU utilization is still very high which is almost 100%. The reason is 
that it pauses rendering the graph, but the Animator object still calls the method display()
swiftly, and this method just return without doing anything. This rapid calling also 
occupies a lot of CPU resources. So the rendering could not be stopped when nothing 
changes on the screen, and a new animation object is necessary to be imported.

5.3.2 Using new FPSAnimator class
Since the rendering could not stop and restart using the methods of the Animator object. 
I start thinking about using a new Animator object - FPSAnimator, which is a new class 
being available with the lastest version of JOGL. So the JOGL API has to be updated to 
the edition JOGL 1.1.0.

The FPSAnimator is also used to render things to the screen; it does the same thing 
by executing the OpenGL functions just like the Animator. But they have some 
apparent differences from using CPU time. While FPSAnimator is specifically designed 
to restrict the frame rate to a desired rate, the rate is not guaranteed but the 
FPSAnimator does try its best to limit the frame rate, the Animator is specifically 
designed to run at the maximum amount of frames per second, so that is why the CPU 
utilization is always at a full using state. There is a parameter int fps in the constructor 
of FPSAnimator, which means a given target frames-per-second value. So in order to 
reduce the frame rate in our program, the FPSAnimator is used instead of Animator. 

protected FPSAnimator anim = null;

Then in the class JOGLAdvancedInteraction the FPSAnimator is defined as

anim = new FPSAnimator(canvas,25);
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This means that the animator will try to force 25 frames per second to be rendered 
completely on screen, by calling the display method, doing the rendering not more than 
25 times per second. FPSAnimator does not guarantee that 25 frames will be rendered 
since, if rendering the canvas takes more than 1/25 of a second, it will only render as 
many times as possible. It will force all drawable objects to finish execution before 
frame is displayed. Now when Vizz3D runs, the CPU utilization is very small which is 
nearly 5% if you only run this program. The program is always in a small occupancy no 
matter how you move your mouse to change the object. And we can see that using
FPSAnimator may have also improved the performance of the computer engine because 
the FPSAnimator attempts to avoid using all the CPU time.

After implemented both approaches, I evaluated them. It turns out that the second 
approach delivered the best results, while having the smallest impact on the 
implementation. And it reduces the CPU utilization, which is under 5% when the 
program runs using our test graph.
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6 Improve Navigation

In this chapter, problems are described about the navigation and our intended behavior. 
And I try to figure out how to solve the problem to make it behave well.

6.1 Description of the Problems
The problems happen when you translate, rotate, zoom in or zoom out the object by the 
mouse, the object does not behave naturally as we wish, but move in a relatively
irregular way or speed. 

6.1.1 Problems by Translating
As for the translating, the problems happen when the object has been zoomed in or 
zoomed out. When you move the object some distance by your mouse, the object shifts 
some length. Afterwards you zoom out and move the object at the same distance by 
your mouse, the object actually shifts the same distance as before, but it looks moving a 
shorter distance than before. Because of the proportion of the object from the screen is 
changed, so the movement of the object does not follow the movement of the mouse. As 
you can see in the Figure 6.1, it demonstrates the difference of the position change from 
the original image to the one that has been zoomed out after moving the same length by 
your mouse.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 6.1: after moving the same length by your mouse, the difference of the position 
change from the original image to be zoomed out (a) before zoomed out, the position 
change before and after moving the object (b) after zoomed out, the position change 
before and after moving the object

If you zoom out the object to be very small and move your mouse to shift it, you 
nearly could not see the difference of the position change, i.e., the object is in the 
original position without moving. The reason may be that after zoomed out, the object 
becomes smaller in the scene. As the screen is the same size, the scene gets bigger to fill 
the screen, and the object now has a farther distance from the border of the screen, so 
the movement seems quite inconspicuously.

When you zoom in the object, the problem is contrary to the shifting that the object 
moves quite faster than the mouse, i.e., the position change is fairly obvious, and the 
object is easy to be moved out of the screen due to the fast moving, then we could not
see it on the screen.

We hope that the object could move at a relatively same speed as the mouse. Even 
when the object is zoomed out quite far, we could always see the apparent change of the 
position of the object after moving the mouse a little distance. I think how to control the 
proportion of the moving of the object in the scene is an emphasis. When it is zoomed 
out, we could make a bigger proportion of the distance, i.e., we make the object move 
longer distance than the one by the mouse referring to how far it is from the screen. And 
when it is zoomed in, we could make the object move shorter distance than the mouse. 
Then the object will not easily escape from the screen.

6.1.2 Problems by Rotating
Regarding the problem about rotating, it exists even before zooming. The object does
not rotate itself by its center, but rotate by a point in the center of the screen, and the 
center is moveable which could not be controlled, so the object moves at an unbalanced 
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trace. For example, when you move your mouse from the left to the right and from the 
right to the left as the same length, the distance of arc is different, sometimes longer, 
others shorter. So the trace of the arc always changes when you move the mouse. And 
the object moves anomalous itself. The reason for this behavior is, that because every 
node is rotating according to the origin point, so it seems the object has the rotation and 
revolution. After zoomed out, the object rotates in a big arc when you move the mouse 
at a small distance. I think that the radius which from the object to the origin position 
turns out bigger, so it moves more distance than the one before zoomed out. 

Our expectation is that, first the object is able to rotate by itself, i.e., by the center 
of itself other than the center in some place of the whole scene. Second if we want it to 
rotate by the center of the scene, the rotating trace should be kept in a balance from the 
same start and terminal. On the same radius, the object could rotate in the same circle at 
the same speed. I consider that if we confirm the barycenter and the origin point, then 
we get the certain radius and the object would move regularly. At last when the object is 
zoomed out or zoomed in, I think that we could try to find a balance of the radius 
between the barycenter and the origin point, i.e., when it is zoomed out, we make the 
radius shorter so that it would rotate in a smaller circle, and about zoomed in, we could 
also calculate the radius to adjust the circle in order to make it move naturally.

6.1.3 Problems by Zooming
About zooming, the situation resembles that about the shifting. When you are zooming 
out the object, it would move slower and slower when you move the mouse at same 
distances, which looks more and more unobvious. While we zoom in the object, it 
would move faster and faster and easily escape from the screen. We expect that when 
the object is far from us after zoomed out, it could move a bit faster so we could clearly 
see the difference, while it is near us after zoomed in, it could move slower so that we 
could control the view. As mentioned in the shifting problem, we could make the object 
move a longer or a shorter distance than the mouse according to the distance of the 
object from the screen either is far from us or near us.

6.2 Solutions to Improve Navigation
As the implementation to solve the problems in the Vizz3D is quite complicated, i.e.,
the program is quite big and it is not easy to fix it to accomplish our target, it was 
decided together with my supervisor, to write a simple prototype program to simulate 
the 3D object by translating, rotating and zooming. If it behaves well, in the future work 
we could transfer this improved navigability into Vizz3D.

6.3 Implementations to Improve Navigation

6.3.1 Description of the Prototype Program
The test program is called “NavTest”. It just contains some boxes to simply simulate the 
layout of the objects in the Vizz3D. It implements translation, rotation, and zoom in a 
natural behavior. Further it allows to press a key to center the graph on the screen and in 
an appropriate size. 

In this program, a big red box is drawn in the scene. As you can see in the Figure 
6.2, it illustrates this simple test program. And this red box is used as the border of the 
movement from the objects, what is stable.
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public void drawUniverseCube(GL gl)
{

gl.glLoadIdentity();
gl.glTranslatef(0.0f, 0.0f, -30.0f);

gl.glColor4f(1, 0, 0, 0); 
gl.glBegin(GL.GL_LINE_STRIP);          

    gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2);
……
gl.glEnd();

}

Afterwards a blue smaller blue box is drawn inside the red box, which is used as the 
scope of the real contents. All the contents, like small boxes or lines representing any 
graph are inside this blue box, so when the contents move, the blue box move 
simultaneously and always involves every object of the content. When we have this 
blue box, we could judge the movement of the objects as a group and it is convenient to 
control the border of its movement. 

public void drawScopeCube(GL gl)
{

gl.glColor4f(0, 0, 1, 0); 
gl.glBegin(GL.GL_LINE_STRIP);          

        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge, cubeEdge, -cubeEdge);
      ……

gl.glEnd();
}

At last a couple of small boxes are drawn which are put randomly inside the blue 
box, i.e., the position of the small boxes are set by a random number of Math.random(),
and the box are connected by some lines so that it looks like a simple layout of the 
objects in Vizz3D. 

public void drawContentBox(GL gl)
{

        drawRedBox(gl);
……

        drawLines(gl);      
}
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Figure 6.2: the navigability test program

6.3.2 Zoom behavior
In this test problem, you could use the page up and down keys to zoom out and zoom in 
the objects, including the blue scope box and the boxes inside. And the objects are 
zoomed in and zoomed out according to the center of itself, so maybe part of the content 
would escape from the universe blue box, but most of them would be contained in the 
Vizz3D, for the center is always in the red big box, which is checked to be put inside 
when translated. When zoomed out and zoomed in, the size of the objects are changed 
by a certain proportion factor, so that when it is zoomed out, it could change itself more 
and more obviously as an exponential curve.

The difference of the rotating from the Vizz3D is that in the NavTest program, the 
objects are zoomed in or out in the distance of an exponential proportion. So it adapts 
the movement of your mouse. However, in Vizz3D the change of the objects is too fast 
when zoomed in and easily escape from the screen, and the change of which is too slow 
when zoomed out so that we could not nearly see the change of the object.

6.3.3 Translate behavior
As for translating, the coordinates of the objects are changed, so the content could move 
together by your direction keys. And it moves naturally other than the uncertain 
distance. When it is zoomed out or in, it always moves at a constant speed and the 
border is modified following the size of the object. The side length of the red box 
minuses the side length of the blue box, so that it could always move in the whole red 
box.

6.3.4 Rotate behavior
About rotating, the object could be rotated along with the X-axis, Y-axis and the Z-axis 
when you press the corresponding keys. The objects rotate themselves by the center of 
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themselves, which is just the center of the blue scope box, and it would not escape from 
the red box owing to that the center of the objects are controlled when shifted. The 
difference from the Vizz3D is that in Vizz3D, the objects are rotated by a changeable
center, which is out of the object, so it moves at an irregular trace. Now it rotates 
naturally around its physical center.

In doing the rotating action, some problems happened. Originally the rotation
depended on the Euler coordinates, which uses the simple values x, y and z for the 
rotate angles. But the restriction of it is that these rotate actions are in allusion to the 
world coordinates, which is traditionally defined in right-handed coordinate system. The 
performance of this coordinate system is that when the object is rotated, the coordinates 
would be rotated simultaneously. So this three-angle system could not behave the rotate 
of the arbitrary axis and would cause the gimbal lock problem, which means when one 
arbitrary axis rotates for 90 degrees, it would overlap with another axis so that this 
overlapped axis loses its effect.

In order to solve this restriction, some attempts were tried. firstly variables are set 
for the axis value instead of the numerical value in:

gl.glRotatef(xRotation, 0, 1, 0);

I tried to reset the axis variable to avoid the axis overlapped. But it did not work, that
this reset did not really set the axis.

Then a quaternion is used, which is an element of a 4 dimensional vector-space, and 
it could be used as a device for applying relative rotations successively without getting 
into this "gimbal lock" condition. I intended to use quaternion to adapt my program. A 
quaternion is an element of a 4 dimensional vector-space. And quaternion is a 
double-cover for the set of 3D rotations[4]. A quaternion is created by the rotation value 
for the three axes, and then it transfers to a matrix. But at last it did not work. The 
quaternion is too complex to be added into my rotation.

Afterwards another way is tried to calculate the new rotation coordinates by using
the matrix, which is used to store the coordinates properties, to succeed in making the 
envisioned rotating way. Firstly the matrix mode is set to GL_MODELVIEW as a model 
view matrix:

gl.glMatrixMode(GL.GL_MODELVIEW);

After that, I set:

gl.glGetFloatv(GL.GL_MODELVIEW_MATRIX, mvm, 0);

This method retrieves the values of the current model view matrix and stores it in 
"mvm" matrix.

Then I set three Boolean type variable rotX, rotY and rotZ to check the change of 
each axis. Only when one axis is called by keyboard to change, this variable is set to be 
true. When doing the rotating action, the angle of the changed axis is modified by a 
factor, meanwhile the other two axes are set to zero. So every time, only one axis is 
changed. In the rendering method display(), these optional commands are used:

if (rotX) {
gl.glRotatef(xRotation, 1.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f);

} else if (rotY) {
gl.glRotatef(yRotation, 0.0f, 1.0f, 0.0f);

} else if (rotZ) {
gl.glRotatef(zRotation, 0.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f);

}
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to substitute for the orderly rotation commands:

gl.glRotatef(xRotation, 1.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f);
gl.glRotatef(yRotation, 0.0f, 1.0f, 0.0f);
gl.glRotatef(zRotation, 0.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f);

When one axis is about to rotate, the matrix of its coordinates would be multiplied 
by the old rotation properties. So that it could rotate according to the coordinates which 
was saved before.

gl.glMultMatrixf(mvm, 0);

Then the resulting matrix are stored for reuse in next drawing:

gl.glGetFloatv(GL.GL_MODELVIEW_MATRIX, mvm, 0);

Next matrix is reset for viewing and perform the boxes and lines drawing. At last set 
the rotation flags to false.

Now the prototype could rotate the objects naturally. It could rotate around arbitrary 
axis insusceptible by other axes. 
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7 Update JOGL version

The current JOGL libraries are out of date. Therefore the JOGL libraries are updated to 
JOGL version 1.1.1 from the old JOGL version 1.1.0. The new version is the newest 
library up to now. Keeping up to date helps improving the maintainability, and the
results will be in fewer problems once upgrading to a newer version in the future.

The changes between JOGL 1.1.1 and the old versions mainly include fixing 
limitations like: checking of incoming buffers' sizes to glTexImage1D, glTexImage2D, 
and glTexImage3D. Some of other changes are made for the sake of more convenience 
like more elaborate source distribution. And some old code is removed by the 
substitution from new functions. Furthermore, some helper classes are added into the 
helper packages to improve interoperability. Moreover, some new functions are added 
like the class FPSAnimator, which helps my maintenance task to improve navigability. 
As mentioned before, the FPSAnimator is also used to render things to the screen just as 
the class Animator we used before. But class FPSAnimator is specifically designed to 
restrict the frame rate to a desired rate, so after using the function of this new class, the 
number of the rendering frames could be controlled to reduce the CPU utilization. 
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8 Increase Documentation of Methods and Classes

The documentation of the Vizz3D was poor. There were only a couple of lines as 
description for part of the methods and classes, and others have not been documented at 
all. So the methods and classes, which I used or touched, are commented with JavaDoc
to make their function clear to see. JavaDoc is a documentation generator from Sun 
Microsystems for generating API documentation in HTML format from Java source 
code. JavaDoc is the industry standard for documenting Java classes. Most IDEs will 
automatically generate JavaDoc HTML. JavaDoc also provides an API for creating 
doclets and taglets, which allows you to analyze the structure of a Java application.

The proportion of the documented methods in each class before and after are 
calculated. It is demonstrated in the following diagram. The former average document 
of the methods in the class was around 58%. Now it is increased to 83%.

class name document proportion before document proportion now

JOGLCamera2 64% 96%

Mousing 64% 76%

TextureHandler 0% 60%

HelpFunction 66% 83%

JOGLAdvancedInteraction 56% 88%

JOGLInteraction 45% 82%

InteractionAbstract 24% 62%

MLSceneGraphAbstract 100% 100%

JOGLMLSceneGraph 57% 72%

GraphicsHandlerAbstract 75% 100%

JOGLGraphicsHandler 67% 89%

VizzJOGL 77% 92%

PlugIn 71% 86%

Average 58% 83%
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9 Results and Conclusions

In this chapter the outcome of this thesis is summarized. The goals are reached as 
mentioned in the first chapter. And some future work could be implemented to improve 
Vizz3D.

9.1 Conclusions
This project is focused on the maintenance of Vizz3D system. In this work, some 
problems are fixed to make the system run better, and more naturally. In order to get the 
expected behavior, a couple of approaches could achieve it. And these approaches are 
compared to gain the best result.
As described in Section 1.2, the goals to improve the Vizz3D system were:
 Save and load the view point of the graph in Vizz3D. 
 Reduce the CPU utilization during the runtime.
 Improve navigability
 Update the JOGL libraries version.
 Comment the methods in Vizz3D. 
Firstly the view points of the graph are saved and loaded to set the camera and now we 
could control the angle of the scene. Secondly the CPU utilization is improved. 
Currently the number of the rendering frames is controlled so that it would not use 
much CPU resources as before, and now the CPU utilization is below 5%. Next a 
prototype program is implemented to improve the navigability. Due to the complexity 
of Vizz3D, it is not easy to fix the problems directly, so a prototype is made in order to 
simulate the navigable behavior which we expected. But time was limited, so in the 
future, it will not be difficult to transfer the navigation code into the Vizz3D with minor 
changes. Moreover, the project is updated by the latest libraries to improve the function 
the JOGL. At last, the documentation is improved for the methods and classes in 
Vizz3D, which were quite simple. Furthermore, Vizz3D has been tried to test any more 
inconspicuous problems that might happen, but hopefully no more abnormalities will 
happen. So up until now, the Vizz3D has better performance after these maintenance 
works.

9.2 Future work 
In the future, the navigation should be improved corresponding to my prototype 
program, which describes our expected behavior about the translating, zooming and 
rotating of the object. Now the object can be rotated around its own center and zoomed 
and transformed in a relatively appropriate speed in a box as the edge, so that the 
objects would not escape from the box, and of course the screen. This navigation 
performance should be transferred into Vizz3D, the navigation methods are in the class 
JOGLCamrea2.java in Vizz3D. The document of the methods as JavaDoc has been 
increased. However some of the classes I have not contacted may still lack of 
description, so it needs to be improved. 
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11 Appendices

11.1 Appendix A Main Code
package navtest;

public class Renderer implements GLEventListener{ 
private boolean rotX;
private boolean rotY;
private boolean rotZ;
final float[] mvm = new float[16];

    private static float TRANSFORM_FACTOR = 0.2f;
    private static double ZOOM_FACTOR = 1.02;
    private static double CENTER_FACTOR;
    private static float ROTATE_FACTOR = 3f;    
    private static double EDGE_FACTOR = 8;
    private static double EDGE_FACTOR2 = 4;
    private static double boxLength = EDGE_FACTOR/5.2;
    private double scopeCubeEdge[] = new double[12];
    

    public void increaseXtransform(boolean increaseX) {
        this.increaseX = increaseX;
    }

    public void decreaseXtransform(boolean decreaseX) {
        this.decreaseX = decreaseX;
    }

    public void increaseYtransform(boolean increaseY) {
        this.increaseY = increaseY;
    }

    public void decreaseYtransform(boolean decreaseY) {
        this.decreaseY = decreaseY;
    }
    
    public void increaseZtransform(boolean increaseZ) {
        this.increaseZ = increaseZ;
    }

    public void decreaseZtransform(boolean decreaseZ) {
        this.decreaseZ = decreaseZ;
    }
    
    public void moveToCenter(boolean center) {
        this.moveToCenter = center;
    }

    public void zoomIn(boolean zoomIn) {
        this.zoomIn = zoomIn;
   }

    public void zoomOut(boolean zoomOut) {
        this.zoomOut = zoomOut;
    }

    public void increaseCameraxRotation(boolean increase) {
    this.increaseCameraxRotation = increase;
    rotX = true;

rotY = false;
rotZ = false;

    }

    public void decreaseCameraxRotation(boolean decrease) {
    this.decreaseCameraxRotation = decrease;
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    rotX = true;
rotY = false;
rotZ = false;     

    }
    
    public void increaseCamerayRotation(boolean increase) {
    this.increaseCamerayRotation = increase;
    rotX = false;

rotY = true;
rotZ = false; 

    }
    public void decreaseCamerayRotation(boolean decrease) {
    this.decreaseCamerayRotation = decrease;
    rotX = false;

rotY = true;
rotZ = false;    

    }
    public void increaseCamerazRotation(boolean increase) {
    this.increaseCamerazRotation = increase;
    rotX = false;

rotY = false;
rotZ = true;

    }
    public void decreaseCamerazRotation(boolean decrease) {
    this.decreaseCamerazRotation = decrease;
    rotX = false;

rotY = false;
rotZ = true;

        
    }

    public void switchFilter() {
        filter = (filter + 1) % textures.length;
    }
    private void update() {
        if (increaseX)
        {
        //To check the current rightborder after zooming when shifted
        rightBorder = cubeEdge2 - cubeEdge;
        if ( x < rightBorder)
        x += TRANSFORM_FACTOR;
        }
        if (decreaseX)
        {
        //To check the current leftborder after zooming when shifted
       leftBorder = cubeEdge - cubeEdge2;
        if ( x > leftBorder)
        x -= TRANSFORM_FACTOR;
        }
    if (increaseY)
        {
        //To check the current upborder after zooming when shifted
        upBorder = cubeEdge2 - cubeEdge;
        if ( y < upBorder)  
        y += TRANSFORM_FACTOR;
        }
        if (decreaseY)
        {
        //To check the current bottomborder after zooming when shifted
        bottomBorder = cubeEdge - cubeEdge2;
        if ( y > bottomBorder)
        y -= TRANSFORM_FACTOR;
        }
    if (increaseZ)
        {
    //System.err.println("increseZ-z = " + z);
        //To check the current upborder after zooming when shifted
        frontBorder = cubeEdge2 - cubeEdge - 30;
        if ( z < frontBorder)  
        z += TRANSFORM_FACTOR;
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        }
        if (decreaseZ)
        {
        //System.err.println("decreseZ-z = " + z);
        //To check the current bottomborder after zooming when shifted
        backBorder = cubeEdge - cubeEdge2 - 30;
        if ( z > backBorder)
        z -= TRANSFORM_FACTOR;
        }
        if (moveToCenter)
        {
        x = 0;
        y = 0;
        z = -30;
        CENTER_FACTOR = cubeEdge / EDGE_FACTOR2;
        cubeEdge = EDGE_FACTOR2;
    redboxEdge1 = redboxEdge1 / CENTER_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge2 = redboxEdge2 / CENTER_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge3 = redboxEdge3 / CENTER_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge4 = redboxEdge4 / CENTER_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge5 = redboxEdge5 / CENTER_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge6 = redboxEdge6 / CENTER_FACTOR;
    //Next do the same way to the other small boxes
        }
        
        if (zoomIn)
        {
        cubeEdge = cubeEdge / ZOOM_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge1 = redboxEdge1 / ZOOM_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge2 = redboxEdge2 / ZOOM_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge3 = redboxEdge3 / ZOOM_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge4 = redboxEdge4 / ZOOM_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge5 = redboxEdge5 / ZOOM_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge6 = redboxEdge6 / ZOOM_FACTOR;
    //Next do the same way to the other small boxes
        }
        
        if (zoomOut)
        {
        cubeEdge = cubeEdge * ZOOM_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge1 = redboxEdge1 * ZOOM_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge2 = redboxEdge2 * ZOOM_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge3 = redboxEdge3 * ZOOM_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge4 = redboxEdge4 * ZOOM_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge5 = redboxEdge5 * ZOOM_FACTOR;
    redboxEdge6 = redboxEdge6 * ZOOM_FACTOR;
//Next do the same way to the other small boxes
        }
        if (increaseCameraxRotation)
        {
           xRotation = ROTATE_FACTOR;
           yRotation = 0.0f;
           zRotation = 0.0f;
        }
        if (decreaseCameraxRotation)
        {
           xRotation = -ROTATE_FACTOR;
    yRotation = 0.0f;
    zRotation = 0.0f;
        }
        if (increaseCamerayRotation)
        {
        yRotation = ROTATE_FACTOR;
    xRotation = 0.0f;
    zRotation = 0.0f;
        }
        if (decreaseCamerayRotation)
        {
           yRotation = -ROTATE_FACTOR;
    xRotation = 0.0f;
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    zRotation = 0.0f;
        }
        if (increaseCamerazRotation)
        {
           zRotation = ROTATE_FACTOR;
    xRotation = 0.0f;
    yRotation = 0.0f;
        }
        if (decreaseCamerazRotation)
        {
           zRotation = -ROTATE_FACTOR;
    xRotation = 0.0f;
    yRotation = 0.0f;
        }
    }

/**
 * Draw a stable red box as the domain of the contents
 * @param gl
 */
public void drawUniverseCube(GL gl)
{

gl.glLoadIdentity(); // Reset The View
        gl.glTranslatef(0.0f, 0.0f, -30.0f);

gl.glColor4f(1, 0, 0, 0); 
gl.glBegin(GL.GL_LINE_STRIP);          

        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2);
        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2);
        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2);
        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2);

        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2);
        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2);
        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2);
        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2);

        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2);
        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2);
        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2);
        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2);

        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2);
        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2);
        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2);
        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge2, -cubeEdge2, cubeEdge2);

 gl.glEnd();
}
/**
 * Draw a blue box around the content boxes
 * @param gl
 */
public void drawScopeCube(GL gl)
{
  /*  gl.glTranslatef(this.x, this.y, this.z);
    gl.glRotatef(xRotation, 0, 1, 0);
    gl.glRotatef(yRotation, 1, 0, 0);
    gl.glRotatef(zRotation, 0, 0, 1);*/

 gl.glColor4f(0, 0, 1, 0); 
 gl.glBegin(GL.GL_LINE_STRIP);          

        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge, cubeEdge, -cubeEdge);
        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge, cubeEdge, -cubeEdge);
        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge, cubeEdge, cubeEdge);
        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge, cubeEdge, cubeEdge);

        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge, -cubeEdge, cubeEdge);
        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge, -cubeEdge, cubeEdge);
        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge, -cubeEdge, -cubeEdge);
        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge, -cubeEdge, -cubeEdge);
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        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge, -cubeEdge, cubeEdge);
        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge, cubeEdge, cubeEdge);
        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge, cubeEdge, -cubeEdge);
        gl.glVertex3d(cubeEdge, -cubeEdge, -cubeEdge);

        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge, -cubeEdge, -cubeEdge);
        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge, cubeEdge, -cubeEdge);
        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge, cubeEdge, cubeEdge);
        gl.glVertex3d(-cubeEdge, -cubeEdge, cubeEdge);

gl.glEnd();
}

  
/**
 * Draw small boxes inside the blue box
 * @param gl
 */
public void drawContentBox(GL gl)
{

        drawRedBox(gl);
        drawGreenBox(gl);  
        drawYellowBox(gl);
        drawOrangeBox(gl);
        drawBlueBox(gl);
        drawLines(gl);      

}
public void checkEdges(GL gl)
{

boxEdge1[0] = redboxEdge1;
boxEdge1[1] = greenboxEdge1;
boxEdge1[2] = yellowboxEdge1;
boxEdge1[3] = orangeboxEdge1;
boxEdge1[4] = blueboxEdge1;

boxEdge2[0] = redboxEdge2;
boxEdge2[1] = greenboxEdge2;
boxEdge2[2] = yellowboxEdge2;
boxEdge2[3] = orangeboxEdge2;
boxEdge2[4] = blueboxEdge2;

boxEdge3[0] = redboxEdge3;
boxEdge3[1] = greenboxEdge3;
boxEdge3[2] = yellowboxEdge3;
boxEdge3[3] = orangeboxEdge3;
boxEdge3[4] = blueboxEdge3;

boxEdge4[0] = redboxEdge4;
boxEdge4[1] = greenboxEdge4;
boxEdge4[2] = yellowboxEdge4;
boxEdge4[3] = orangeboxEdge4;
boxEdge4[4] = blueboxEdge4;

boxEdge5[0] = redboxEdge5;
boxEdge5[1] = greenboxEdge5;
boxEdge5[2] = yellowboxEdge5;
boxEdge5[3] = orangeboxEdge5;
boxEdge5[4] = blueboxEdge5;

boxEdge6[0] = redboxEdge6;
boxEdge6[1] = greenboxEdge6;
boxEdge6[2] = yellowboxEdge6;
boxEdge6[3] = orangeboxEdge6;
boxEdge6[4] = blueboxEdge6;

boxminEdge1 = -getMinEdge(boxEdge1);
boxmaxEdge1 = getMaxEdge(boxEdge1);
boxminEdge2 = -getMinEdge(boxEdge2);
boxmaxEdge2 = getMaxEdge(boxEdge2);
boxminEdge3 = -getMinEdge(boxEdge3);
boxmaxEdge3 = getMaxEdge(boxEdge3);
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boxminEdge4 = -getMinEdge(boxEdge4);
boxmaxEdge4 = getMaxEdge(boxEdge4);
boxminEdge5 = -getMinEdge(boxEdge5);
boxmaxEdge5 = getMaxEdge(boxEdge5);
boxminEdge6 = -getMinEdge(boxEdge6);
boxmaxEdge6 = getMaxEdge(boxEdge6);

scopeCubeEdge[0] = boxminEdge1;
scopeCubeEdge[1] = boxmaxEdge1;
scopeCubeEdge[2] = boxminEdge2;
scopeCubeEdge[3] = boxmaxEdge2;
scopeCubeEdge[4] = boxminEdge3;
scopeCubeEdge[5] = boxmaxEdge3;
scopeCubeEdge[6] = boxminEdge4;
scopeCubeEdge[7] = boxmaxEdge4;
scopeCubeEdge[8] = boxminEdge5;
scopeCubeEdge[9] = boxmaxEdge5;
scopeCubeEdge[10] = boxminEdge6;
scopeCubeEdge[11] = boxmaxEdge6;

cubeEdge = getMaxEdge(scopeCubeEdge);
}

public double getMaxEdge(double boxEdge[])
{

int i;
int max = 0;
for(i = 0; i < boxEdge.length; i++)
{

if(boxEdge[max]<boxEdge[i])   
max = i;   

}
return boxEdge[max];

}
public double getMinEdge(double boxEdge[])
{

int i;
int min = 0;
for(i = 0; i < boxEdge.length; i++)
{

if (boxEdge[min]>boxEdge[i])
min = i;

}
return boxEdge[min];

}

    public void display(GLAutoDrawable gLDrawable) {
    update();
        final GL gl = gLDrawable.getGL();  
        gl.glClear(GL.GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL.GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);

// draw universe cube
gl.glMatrixMode(GL.GL_MODELVIEW);
gl.glLoadIdentity(); // Reset The View
gl.glTranslatef(0.0f, 0.0f, -30.0f);
drawUniverseCube(gl);

        
// calculate new rotation
gl.glMatrixMode(GL.GL_MODELVIEW);
gl.glLoadIdentity(); // Reset The View
if (rotX) {

gl.glRotatef(xRotation, 1.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f);
} else if (rotY) {

gl.glRotatef(yRotation, 0.0f, 1.0f, 0.0f);
} else if (rotZ) {

gl.glRotatef(zRotation, 0.0f, 0.0f, 1.0f);
}
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// add to old rotation
gl.glMultMatrixf(mvm, 0);
// store resulting matrix for reuse in next drawing
gl.glGetFloatv(GL.GL_MODELVIEW_MATRIX, mvm, 0);

// reset matrix for viewing
gl.glLoadIdentity();
gl.glTranslatef(this.x, this.y, this.z); // translate
gl.glMultMatrixf(mvm, 0); // apply rotation
drawContentBox(gl);
checkEdges(gl);    
drawScopeCube(gl); // draw
gl.glFlush();

rotX = false;
rotY = false;
rotZ = false;

    }

    public void displayChanged(GLAutoDrawable gLDrawable, boolean modeChanged, 
boolean deviceChanged) {
    }

    public void init(GLAutoDrawable gLDrawable) {
        GL gl = gLDrawable.getGL();  
        gLDrawable.addMouseListener(this);
        gLDrawable.addMouseMotionListener(this);
        gl.glShadeModel(GL.GL_SMOOTH);              // Enable Smooth Shading
        gl.glClearColor( 1.0f, 1.0f, 1.0f, 1.0f );  //white Background
        gl.glClearDepth(1.0f);  
        
        gl.glEnable(GL.GL_DEPTH_TEST); // Enables Depth 
Testing
        gl.glDepthFunc(GL.GL_LEQUAL); // The Type Of 
Depth Testing To Do
        gl.glHint(GL.GL_PERSPECTIVE_CORRECTION_HINT, GL.GL_NICEST); // Really 
Nice Perspective Calculations
    
        // Nice

// Perspective
// Calculations
gl.glMatrixMode(GL.GL_MODELVIEW);
gl.glLoadIdentity(); // Reset The View
gl.glGetFloatv(GL.GL_MODELVIEW_MATRIX, mvm, 0);//retrieve the values of 

the current modelview matrix and store it in "mat" matrix.

    }
  

    public void reshape(GLAutoDrawable gLDrawable, int x, int y, int width, int 
height) {
        final GL gl = gLDrawable.getGL();

        if (height <= 0) // avoid a divide by zero error!
            height = 1;
        final float h = (float) width / (float) height;
        gl.glViewport(0, 0, width, height);
        gl.glMatrixMode(GL.GL_PROJECTION);
        gl.glLoadIdentity();
        glu.gluPerspective(45.0f, h, 1.0, 40.0);
        gl.glMatrixMode(GL.GL_MODELVIEW);
        gl.glLoadIdentity();
    }
}
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